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NSW GOVERNMENT WELCOMES NRMA DECONGESTION 
REPORT  

 
NSW Minister for Roads Duncan Gay has welcomed the NRMA’s report, 
‘Decongestion: 10 Ways to Relieve Sydney’s Traffic’ and its Businesswise congestion 
survey released today.  
 
“The NRMA, representing NSW’s 2.2 million motorists, is a valuable independent 
stakeholder and I welcome its contribution to the important issue of easing Sydney’s 
traffic congestion,” said Mr Gay. 
 
“The NRMA Decongestion report contains some good and useful suggestions which 
we are delighted to take on board. The NSW Liberals & Nationals are committed to 
ensuring all avenues are investigated when trying to relieve traffic congestion in 
Sydney.  
 
“Today’s release of survey figures showing 80% of Sydney businesses believe 
congestion has worsened over the last year is unfortunately not surprising.  
 
“One of the concerns raised in the NRMA’s Decongestion report is confusing signage, 
particularly for motorists in busy traffic around the city. 
 
“The Western Distributor northbound sign towards the Sydney Harbour Bridge is one 
of the most confusing for motorists. 
 
“As an act of good faith I have immediately directed the RTA to change this sign (see 
attached image of how new sign will look) to ensure it’s easier for motorists to read 
and the directions are simpler to follow, I’m told this will be changed by the end of 
June.  
 
“We will be having detailed consultation with the NRMA on all the matters they’ve 
raised and we’re also looking at recommendations from the Department of Premier 
and Cabinet’s Review into CBD traffic chaos caused by the recent triathlon.” 
 
Mr Gay said adopting a target time of three hours in clearing major traffic incidents 
was one of the NRMA recommendations the NSW Liberals & Nationals would 
certainly be taking action on. 
 



“Last Friday’s incident on the Sydney Harbour Bridge was an example of some of the 
difficult situations we have to manage on our roads,” he said.  
 
“The RTA, police, emergency services and public transport authorities worked very 
well together to resolve the issue and get traffic moving as soon as possible.” 
 
Mr Gay said one of the criticisms within the NRMA report was that in the past traffic 
management had taken a back seat to high profile events.  
 
“Under the former State Labor Government, there was a distinct lack of forward 
planning for major events,” said Mr Gay. 
 
“As a result we saw repeated traffic chaos almost every time Sydney hosted a major 
event.  
 
“We want to attract major events to this city and we should be able to do this without 
causing traffic chaos.  
 
“Prior to the election the NSW Liberals & Nationals announced a plan to improve 
traffic management and part of that plan was to improve planning for major events.  
 
“Through our establishment of the Integrated Transport Authority we will ensure 
planning and policy across all modes of transport are fully integrated. 

 
“The establishment of the authority will see policy and planning experts from all 
transport agencies working together to solve difficult issues like congestion.  
 
“Instead of operating in silos, the RTA will be at the core of an integrated system 
that will ensure planning for the state’s future roads and transport systems is done 
in a strategic and holistic way.”  
 
 
 

 
 
   

 
     


